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Other works, perhaps less skillfully written or not as masterfully created, still strike a chord within me and I
can grasp the vision and voice of the author as if we were friends, as if we shared a thought. It is truly rare
when I can see that a book is both a work of art and that also touches me in a way that leaves a mark on my
soul, perhaps ev There are some books that even with my untrained, unskilled and inexperienced eye can
detect and confirm are true works of art, mastery in literature. It is truly rare when I can see that a book is both
a work of art and that also touches me in a way that leaves a mark on my soul, perhaps even changing my life,
that I can look back and see that my path changed after reading. The Dispossessed by Ursula Le Guin is such a
work, a true masterpiece of literature, science fiction or not, that truly touched me. I cannot say that it has
changed my life, though, but rather affirmed some deep-set values and ideals that I hold. This really
transcends the genre and stands alone as a work of art. Science fiction may be best as a vehicle for allegory,
for a way in which an artist can attach to an imagination or fantasy an idea or observation about our world that
can only be grasped in the peripheral, can only be explained in metaphor and parable. Le Guin has here
accomplished the creation of a minimalistic, austere voice of one crying out in the wilderness. Beautifully
written, this can be subtlety brilliant and painfully clear, some scenes left me unable to go on, yet I was
compelled, entranced and beckoned to continue. Yet all the same, I was saddened to come to its conclusion.
The great thing about revisiting a work of literature is to notice greater detail the second time around. And this
is not a dystopian novel as we have become accustomed in the last few years, but an examination of a utopian
model. Anarres and Urras, twin planets in the Tau Ceti system, Urras having been colonized with humans by
the Hain ages ago. Then Odo, a visionary who is imprisoned for her world-shattering ideas. Odo rejected the
tenants of aristocracy, of capitalism, of property altogether. She espoused an anarchistic ideology, a utopian
society without laws, money, or property rights. Those following Odo left the paradise of Urras with its fertile
valleys and rich natural resources, for the harsh, dry mining colony on Anarres, sort of a moon to Urras. The
planetary truce is maintained as a fragile economic alliance: The Anarres citizens produce mineral wealth in
exchange for imported goods from Urras. The Anarres anarchist society is closed and fragile. It is a primitive
collectivism without central authority. Shevek, a brilliant physicist and I think one of the great SF characters
risks everything to travel to Urras and share with them his theories on temporal physics. This theory will lead
to the development of the ansible. Shevek experiences the vast differences between the two societies. The
socio-economic dialogue that fills much of this novel is provocative and solicitous. Le Guin, very much
affected by the turmoil of the Vietnam war, has crafted a brilliant story of revolution and practical utopia. Le
Guin has the Anaresans portrayed as a peaceful people, with only the barest of defense against the powerful
Urras governments, truculent and power hungry. Finally, and this is a superficial and trivial thought, but if I
were to film this and pick a cast, I would have Viggo Mortenson as Shevek. I would also have interuldes of
thoughtful quotes from Odo and I would have Ursula K. Le Guin herself fill that role.
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The State recognizes no coinage but power: The novel is set on the anarchist colony on the moon of Anarres,
founded as a breakaway settlement of a movement called Odonianism- a moral and political philosophy
created by Odo a woman who railed against the capitalist system of Urras, the rich and beautiful mother
planet. Without doubt, Odonianism has created a moral utopia. The inhabitants of Anarres, constantly subject
to a harsh climate and in constant danger of scarcity and famine, are bound together tightly and suffer
continuously for one another. The needs of the whole community come before all others, even those of family.
As Shevek and his loved partner Takver separate in the name of the needs of the community. Anarres is an
organic community that in the words of Shevek arguing with a Urratzi social Darwinist: Yes, and the
strongest, in the existence of any social species are those who are the most social. In human terms the most
ethical. It is this ability and desire to control the flow of knowledge and insight including the insight brought
by travelers from other worlds whether stemming from the flawed human condition of someone like Sabul, or
the tyranny of the majority implicit in an egalitarian society, that is the sin of Anarres. For, when combined
with an internalized moral code that commands them not to be egoist, the Anarrresti are unable to express their
own individual genius. That the social conscience completely dominates the individual conscience instead of
striking a balance with it. The capitalist nation of A-Io invites Shevek out of the belief that he is on the verge
of discovering a unified theory of time which they will profit from. What he discovers on Urras is a beautiful
yet superficial world built on the oppression of the poor by the rich. Not surprising for the time period the
novel was written, a Cold War rages between capitalist A-Io and the authoritarian communist nation of Thu.
The two-powers fight proxy wars in less developed nations. When the poor rise up to protest the rich in A-Io
they are brutally massacred, and Shevek flees to the embassy of the planet Earth. The ambassador of earth
shelters Shevek, but expresses her admiration for Urras, with the civilization on earth having almost destroyed
itself. My world, my earth is a ruin. A planet spoiled by the human species. We multiplied and gobbled and
fought until there was nothing left and then we diedâ€¦ But we destroyed the world first. There are no forest
left on my earth. The air is grey, the sky is grey, it is always hot. She does not understand the moral criticism
of Shevek- a man from a desert world of scarcity, and famine. Earthlings were ultimately saved by an ancient,
sage like people the Hainish. They return Shevek to Anarres, along with a member of the Hainish that wants to
see the world anarchist have built. The walls Shevek sought to tear down continue to fallâ€¦ What might some
of the lessons of this brilliant novel be for our own times? Here are my ideas: That even groups open to
periodic, democratic debate are prone to capture by the politically savvy, and steps make sure they remain
democratic need to be constant. Politics, therefore can only be in the form of manipulation Sabul or rebellion
Shevek there is no space, it seems, for consensual decision making as opposed to a mere right to debate and be
heard. The key is to strike the right balance between the individual and the community. That includes
openness to the viewpoints of ideological rivals. Le Guin, Harper and Row, Advertisements.
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Background[ edit ] In her new introduction to the Library of America reprint in , the author wrote: There was a
book in it, and I knew it, but the book had to wait for me to learn what I was writing about and how to write
about it. I needed to understand my own passionate opposition to the war that we were, endlessly it seemed,
waging in Vietnam, and endlessly protesting at home. If I had known then that my country would continue
making aggressive wars for the rest of my life, I might have had less energy for protesting that one. I started
by reading a whole mess of utopias and learning something about pacifism and Gandhi and nonviolent
resistance. This led me to the nonviolent anarchist writers such as Peter Kropotkin and Paul Goodman. With
them I felt a great, immediate affinity. They made sense to me in the way Lao Tzu did. They enabled me to
think about war, peace, politics, how we govern one another and ourselves, the value of failure, and the
strength of what is weak. So, when I realised that nobody had yet written an anarchist utopia, I finally began to
see what my book might be. Urras is divided into several states and dominated by its two largest, the rivals
A-Io and Thu. The former has a capitalist economy and patriarchal system , and the latter is an authoritarian
system that claims to rule in the name of the proletariat. A-Io has oppositional left-wing parties, one of which
is closely linked to the rival society Thu. The other world, Anarres, represents a third ideological structure: A
revolution sparks in the major, yet undeveloped third area of Benbili. A-Io invades the Thu-supported
revolutionary area, generating a proxy war. Although there are a wide variety of political parties in A-Io, there
are none on Anarres. Plot summary[ edit ] The chapters alternate between the two planets and in time. The
even-numbered chapters, which are set on Anarres, take place first chronologically and are followed by the
odd-numbered chapters, which take place on Urras. The only exceptions occur in the first and last chapters,
which take place in both worlds. Chapter numbers in chronological order 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13
In order to forestall an anarcho-syndicalist rebellion, the major Urrasti states gave the revolutionaries inspired
by a visionary named Odo the right to live on Anarres, along with a guarantee of non-interference,
approximately two hundred years before the events of The Dispossessed. Before this, Anarres had had no
permanent settlements, apart from some mining facilities. The economic and political situation of Anarres and
its relation to Urras is ambiguous. The people of Anarres consider themselves as being free and independent,
having broken off from the political and social influence of the old world. Anarres chapters 1,2,4,6,8,10,12,13
[ edit ] Chapter One begins in the middle of the story. The protagonist Shevek is a physicist attempting to
develop a General Temporal Theory. The physics of the book describes time as having a much deeper, more
complex structure than we understand it. It incorporates not only mathematics and physics, but also
philosophy and ethics. Shevek finds his work blocked by a jealous superior, as his theories conflict with the
prevailing political philosophy and are thus distrusted by the society. His work is further disrupted by his
obligation to perform manual labor during a drought in this anarchist society; in order to ensure survival in a
harsh environment, the people of Anarres must put the needs of society ahead of their own personal desires, so
Shevek performs hard agricultural labor in a dusty desert instead of working on his research. He arranges to go
to Urras to finish and publish his theory. Urras chapters 1,3,5,7,9,11,13 [ edit ] Arriving on Urras, Shevek is
feted. Shevek soon finds himself disgusted with the social, sexual and political conventions of the hierarchical
capitalist society of Urras. He joins in a labor protest that is violently suppressed, but he escapes to safety.
Finally, he is sponsored by ambassadors of Terra who provide him safe passage back to Anarres. This wall is
the only place on the anarchist planet where "No Trespassing! On the other hand, the wall could be a prison
wall keeping the rest of the planet imprisoned and cut off. An oft-quoted saying in the book is "true journey is
return. These constraints are both physical and social. Physically, Odo was imprisoned in the Fort for nine
years. Shevek at one point speculates that the people on Urras are not truly free, precisely because they have
so many walls built between people and are so possessive. Each alone, solitary, with a heap of what he owns.
You live in prison, die in prison. It is all I can see in your eyes â€” the wall, the wall! The deleterious effect on
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the children outside parallels the effect on the guards in the Stanford Prison Experiment of three years before
The Dispossessed was published. Pravic is a constructed language in the tradition of Esperanto. Pravic reflects
many aspects of the philosophical foundations of utopian anarchism. There is no property ownership of any
kind. For example, Shevek is an outsider when he arrives on Urras, which capitalizes on the utopian and
scientific fiction theme of the "estrangement-setting". According to Mary Morrison of the State University of
New York at Buffalo, the anarchist themes in this book help to promote feminist themes as well. Taoism,
which rejects dualisms and divisions in favor of a Yin and Yang balance, brings attention to the balance
between not only the two planets, but between the male and female inhabitants. Marcellino believes that the
anarchist themes in the novel take precedence and dwarf any feminist themes. For example, the book says that
women created the society on Anarres. However, female characters seem secondary to the male protagonist,
who seems to be a traditional male hero; this subversion weakens any feminist message that Le Guin was
trying to convey. Here, again, Le Guin draws a contrast with the natural wealth of Urras, and the competitive
behaviors this fosters. Terrans are also there, and the novel occurs some time in the future, according to an
elaborate chronology worked out by science fiction author Ian Watson in Reception[ edit ] The novel received
generally positive reviews. Baird Searles characterized the novel as an "extraordinary work", saying Le Guin
had "created a working society in exquisite detail" and "a fully realized hypothetical culture [as well as] living
breathing characters who are inevitable products of that culture". Or if it would work.
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Peter Isaac Rose Language: Univ of Massachusetts Press Format Available: Edward Said once noted that
"exile is compelling to think about, but terrible to experience. After a foreword by actor and activist Liv
Ullmann and an introduction by Peter I. Rose, the reader is offered a series of essays examining the
experiences of refugees in various parts of the world, with particular attention to the disruptions caused by
World War II. Contributors explore the politics of rescue, the dependency of the dispossessed, the role of key
players and concerned citizens willing to extend themselves to provide safe havens and new opportunities for
those forced to flee their homelands, and examples of the contributions of refugees, particularly refugee
intellectuals, to their host societies. Throughout the volume there are two unifying motifs: The book is divided
into four sections. The first explores the meaning of "home" for those forced to leave it. The second section
focuses on the experiences of a small cohort of rescuers who lived in western Massachusetts in the s and s or
had connections to Smith College and other institutions in the area. The third section details the problems of
adjustment and the cultural impact of scientists, artists, filmmakers, and writers on their host societies in the
years before, during, and immediately after World War II. A brief fourth section consists ofthe reflections of
two more recent refugees, a cuban father and son, the elder a psychiatrist and poet, the younger a sociologist
who specializes in immigration and the plight of the dispossessed. The contributors to this volume were all
faculty and fellows of a year-long colloquium, "The Anatomy of Exile," at Smith College of participants in
one of two conferences held in conjunction with the colloquium. Rumbaut and Ruben G. Rumbaut, Richard
Unsworth, and Kirshna Winston. Brookings Institution Press Format Available: An estimated 25 million
people worldwide are internally displacedâ€”a significantly larger population than the 18 million refugees.
Victims of civil wars, forced relocation, communal violence, natural and ecological disasters, and gross
violations of human rights, they lack such human necessities as food, shelter, clothing, safety, basic health,
and education. Their plight, however, is drawing increasing international attention. In this book, a
substantially revised version of his report to the UN, Deng examines the causes and consequences of internal
displacement, the legal standards for protection and assistance, enforcement mechanisms, the prevailing
conditions in the affected countries, and the urgent need for an international response. Deng argues that
sovereignty entails a responsibility to ensure the safety and welfare of the citizens and to protect fundamental
human rights; the international community must uphold this standard and make violators accountable. While
he acknowledges that steps are being taken in the right direction, he maintains that there is still much to be
done. He presents a bold proposal, one that requires substantial changes in the international system, in the
politics of major governments, and in the relations between states. He proposes a three-phase strategy aimed at
monitoring conditions worldwide:
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Edit The chapters take turns in terms of setting - even-numbered chapters are set on Anarres, odd-numbered
chapters are set on Urras, the only exceptions are the first and the last chapter which include both worlds and
are, thematically, chapters of transition. In chapter one, we are basically in the middle of the story, while the
plot of the last Anarres-chapter i. Chapter numbers in order of reading, assuming linear reading behavior
Chapter numbers in Order of the plot, assuming linear course of narrated time 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13 This peculiar narrative structure creates a phenomenon for the
reader and his processing the text: Le Guin is neither the only nor the first American writer using this stylistic
device of nonlinear narration. For instance, William Faulkner used this kind of structure cf. Plot summary Edit
The story takes place on the fictional planet Urras and its moon Anarres since Anarres is massive enough to
hold an atmosphere, this is often described as a double planet system. Before this, Anarres had had no
permanent settlements apart from some mining. The protagonist Shevek is a physicist attempting to develop a
General Temporal Theory. The physics of the book describes time as having a much deeper, more complex
structure than we understand it. It incorporates not only mathematics and physics, but also philosophy and
ethics. An oft-quoted saying in the book is "true journey is return. Shevek gradually develops an
understanding that the revolution which brought his world into being is stagnating, and power structures are
beginning to exist where there were none before. He therefore embarks on the risky journey to the original
planet, Urras, seeking to open dialog between the worlds and to spread his theories freely outside of Anarres.
The novel details his struggles on both Urras and his homeworld of Anarres. The book also explores the
Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis , that language shapes thinking, and thus, culture. The language spoken on the
anarchist planet Anarres , Pravic , is a constructed language that reflects many aspects of the philosophical
foundations of utopian anarchism. For instance, the use of the possessive case is strongly discouraged. The
Dispossessed looks into the mechanisms that may be developed by an anarchist society, but also the dangers
of centralization and bureaucracy that might easily take over such society without the continuation of
revolutionary ideology. Part of its power is that it gives a spectrum of fairly well-developed characters, who
illustrate many types of personalities, all educated in an environment that measures a person not by what he
owns, but by what he can do, and how he relates to other human beings. Note that the work is subtitled "An
Ambiguous Utopia", and one of the major themes of the work is the ambiguity of realizing an ideal
community. Anarres is not presented as a perfect society, even within the constraints of what might define an
anarchist utopia. Bureaucracy, stagnation, and power structures have problematized the revolution, as Shevek
understands through the course of the novel. Moreover, Le Guin has painted a very stark picture of the natural
and environmental constraints on society. Anarres citizens are forced to contend with a relatively sparse and
unfruitful world. Hardship caused by lack of resources is a prominent theme, reflected in the title of the novel.
Anarres citizens are dispossessed not just by political choice, but by the very lack of resources to possess.
Here, again, Le Guin draws a contrast with the natural wealth of Urras, and the competitive behaviors this
fosters. A Factor of Evolution investigated the influence of the natural world on human political life.
Childhood Shevek and some friends â€” curious about Urras and what prisons must be like â€” decide to play
prison and enact a game very similar in design and results to the actual experiment, including its being cut
short. Le Guin, New York: Dragon Press, , pp. Neil Easterbrook, "State, Heterotopia: U of South Carolina
Press John Moore, "An Archaeology of the Future: The Review of Science Fiction, v. From Exile to
Anarchism", pp. Kingsley Widmer, "The Dialectics of Utopianism: Gender and The Dispossessed Lillian M.
Heldreth, "Speculations on Heterosexual Equality: Morris, McCaffrey, Le Guin", pp. A Journal for the
Interdisciplinary Study of Literature, v. Journal of Language and Literature, v. Journal of the Society for
Utopian Studies, v. Utopian literature and The Dispossessed John P. Peter Fitting, "Positioning and Closure:
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A second assault by a Tyrolean force several weeks later was an even greater failure; Alviano not only routed
the Imperial army but also seized Trieste and Fiume , forcing Maximilian to conclude a truce with Venice. In
mid-March, the Republic provided a pretext for an attack on itself by appointing her own candidate to the
vacant bishopric of Vicenza an act in keeping with prevailing custom, though Julius considered it a personal
provocation ; the Pope called for all Christian nations to join him in an expedition to subdue Venice.
Maximilian, in addition to regaining Istria , would receive Verona , Vicenza, Padua and the Friuli ; France
would annex Brescia , Crema , Bergamo and Cremona to its Milanese possessions; Ferdinand would seize
Otranto ; and the remainder, including Rimini and Ravenna , would be added to the Papal States.
Consequently, when Louis crossed the Adda River in early May and Alviano advanced to meet him,
Pitigliano, believing it best to avoid a pitched battle, moved away to the south. On 14 May, Alviano
confronted the French at the Battle of Agnadello ; outnumbered, he sent requests for reinforcements to his
cousin, who replied with orders to break off the battle and continued on his way. Louis proceeded to occupy
Venetian territory as far east as Brescia without encountering any significant resistance; the Venetians lost all
the territory that they had accumulated in northern Italy during the previous century. In mid-July, the citizens
of Padua, aided by detachments of Venetian cavalry under the command of the proveditor Andrea Gritti ,
revolted. In early August, a massive Imperial army, accompanied by bodies of French and Spanish troops, set
out from Trento into the Veneto. Julius attempted to secure Papal authority in Italy by creating the League of
Cambrai, an alliance aimed at curbing Venetian power. In mid-November, Pitigliano returned to the offensive;
Venetian troops easily defeated the remaining Imperial forces, capturing Vicenza, Este , Feltre and Belluno.
The Battle of Polesella , a river attack on Ferrara by the Venetian galley fleet under Angelo Trevisan failed,
however, when the Venetian ships anchored in the Po River were sunk by Ferrarese artillery. Faced with a
shortage of both funds and men, the Senate decided to send an embassy to Julius in order to negotiate a
settlement. The terms insisted on by the Pope were harsh: The Senate argued over the terms for two months,
but finally accepted them on February 24, Even before the Venetian ambassadors had presented themselves to
Julius for absolution , however, the Council of Ten had privately resolved that the terms had been accepted
under duress and were therefore invalid, and that Venice should violate them at the earliest opportunity. The
Republic, facing a renewed French onslaught, readily accepted the offer. Julius, afraid of being trapped by the
French, departed the city for Ravenna. Cardinal Francesco Alidosi , whom he left behind to command the
defense of the city, was no better liked by the Bolognese than Julius himself had been; and when, on 23 May ,
a French army commanded by Trivulzio arrived at the gates, they quickly surrendered. Julius blamed this
defeat on the Duke of Urbino, who, finding this quite unfair, proceeded to murder Alidosi in full view of the
Papal guard. In response to this debacle, Julius proclaimed a Holy League against France. The new alliance
rapidly grew to include not only Spain and the Holy Roman Empire which abandoned any pretense of
adhering to the League of Cambrai in hopes of seizing Navarre from Queen Catherine and Lombardy from
Louis , but also Henry VIII of England who, having decided to use the occasion as an excuse to expand his
holdings in northern France, concluded the Treaty of Westminsterâ€”a pledge of mutual aid against the
Frenchâ€”with Ferdinand on 17 November Julius had hired another army of Swiss mercenaries; they
descended on Milan, bringing with them Maximilian Sforza , who was determined to regain control of the
Duchy for his family. The French garrisons abandoned the Romagna where the Duke of Urbino quickly
captured Bologna and Parma and retreated to Lombardy, attempting to intercept the invasion. By August, the
Swiss had combined with the Venetian army and forced Trivulzio out of Milan, allowing Sforza to be
proclaimed Duke with their support; La Palice was then forced to withdraw across the Alps. They quickly
came to an agreement regarding Florence , which had angered Julius by allowing Louis to convene the
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Council of Pisa in its territory. Julius and the Venetians insisted that Maximilian Sforza be permitted to keep
the Duchy of Milan; Emperor Maximilian and Ferdinand conspired instead to have one of their cousins
installed as duke. The Pope demanded the immediate annexation of Ferrara to the Papal States; Ferdinand
objected to this arrangement, desiring the existence of an independent Ferrara to counter growing Papal power.
Most problematic, however, was the attitude of Maximilian towards Venice. The Emperor refused to surrender
any Imperial territory, which in his eyes included most of the Veneto, to the Republic; to this end, he signed
an agreement with the Pope to exclude Venice entirely from the final partition. When the Republic objected,
Julius threatened to reform the League of Cambrai against her. In response, Venice turned to Louis; on 23
March , a treaty pledging to divide all of northern Italy between France and the Republic was signed at Blois.
On 6 June, the French were attacked by a Swiss relief army at the Battle of Novara , and were routed despite
having superior numbers. Meanwhile, Alviano, unexpectedly left without French support, retreated into the
Veneto, pursued closely by the Spanish army under Cardona. While the Spanish were unable to capture Padua
in the face of determined Venetian resistance, they penetrated deep into Venetian territory and by late
September were in sight of Venice itself. Cardona attempted a bombardment of the city that proved largely
ineffective; then, having no boats with which to cross the lagoon, turned back for Lombardy. Alviano, having
been reinforced by hundreds of volunteers from the Venetian nobility, pursued Cardona and confronted him
outside Vicenza on 7 October. In the resulting Battle of La Motta , the Venetian army was decisively defeated,
with many prominent noblemen cut down outside the city walls as they attempted to flee. Cardona and
Alviano continued to skirmish in the Friuli for the rest of and through , fighting several inconclusive battles,
but Cardona was unable to make any real progress. Having assumed the title of Duke of Milan at his
coronation, Francis immediately moved to reclaim his holdings in Italy. A combined Swiss and Papal force
moved north from Milan to block the Alpine passes against him, but Francis, following the advice of Gian
Giacomo Trivulzio, avoided the main passes and marched instead through the valley of the Stura. Francis
advanced on Milan, capturing the city on 4 October and removing Sforza from the throne. In December, he
met with Leo at Bologna; the pope, who had in the meantime been deserted by the remainder of his Swiss
mercenaries , surrendered Parma and Piacenza to Francis and Modena to the Duke of Ferrara. Maximilian held
out, making another attempt to invade Lombardy; his army failed to reach Milan before turning back, and by
December , he had entered into negotiations with Francis. The resulting Treaty of Brussels not only accepted
French occupation of Milan, but also confirmed Venetian claims to the remainder of the Imperial possessions
in Lombardy except for Cremona , effectively ending the war with a return to the status quo of The Italian
Wars , thus reignited, would then continue until without significant interruption. Certain historians notably
Phillips and Axelrod refer to each of the component wars separately, while others notably Norwich treat the
entire conflict as a single war.
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Your infantry are unable to reroll failed saves if they run or charge. Your ability to produce mortal wounds is
barley existent and is quite situational. No magic unless you ally in Stormcasts. Allegiance Abilities[ edit ]
Battle Traits Stubborn to the end: Whenever a Dispossessed unit rolls a 1, 2 or 3 for a battleshock test they
automatically count as having passed the test, regardless of modifiers or models lost. This makes Dispossessed
excellent at holding the line and grinding the enemy in an attrition fight that AOS loves. This is the unique
flavor ability for the Dispossessed comes from. Basically before the your general picks a command trait you
pick a grudge from the grudge table or roll for it if you so choose and that ability applies to the whole army for
the rest of the battle even if the general is killed if you get another general you do not roll for another trait. The
list goes as such: You can re-roll hit rolls of one for Dispossessed units when attacking an enemy Hero. Not
that worth it compared to the other ones. You can reroll hit rolls of one for Dispossessed units when attacking
an enemy with a move characteristic of 10 or more. Most useful against cavalry heavy armies. You can reroll
hit rolls of one for Dispossessed units that attack an enemy Monster. Only useful against monster heavy
armies so situational. Can be very useful against most armies except elite armies like stormcast or beastclaw
raiders. Stormcast, chaos warriors and other dorfs will suffer from this. Best against brayherds and summoner
armies. The General of an army which has a Dispossessed allegiance and has chosen to take the Dispossessed
allegiance abilities can choose one of the following Command Traits: Friendly Dispossessed within 6
auto-pass morale on a instead of a Add one to generals wound characteristic. Add 1 to wound for the general
if the enemy has the chaos keyword. Do not add 1 to the cover save for enemy units if they are attacked by the
general or another Dispossessed unit within 6 of the general. Roll a dice after the general completes his attacks
in the combat phase. Once per battle in the hero phase your general can change the grudge of the army for the
rest of the battle. Magical Artefacts Heavy Metal Ingot: Once during the game, you can select this model and
one other unit within 3 of it and remove them during the hero phase from the board. During your next hero
phase set them up again within 3 of each other and 9 away from the enemy. This counts as their movement
phase. Once per battle during your shooting phase select a unit within 6 and that unit takes d3 mortal wounds.
If it was a Hero or Monster it halves its move characteristic until your next movement phase. After set-up but
before the game starts, pick one of the enemy Heros and for the battle, you can reroll all hit and wound rolls
against that Hero when attacking with this model. At the start of the combat phase instead of attacking you can
instead strike the ground and for the rest of the combat all enemy models within 6 subtract 1 from their hit
rolls. Once per battle in your hero phase you can have all friendly Dispossessed add 2 to their bravery until
your next hero phase. Wargear[ edit ] Shields: Your shields are down-right amazing. Dorfs have access to 2
banner types: Kinda crappy since you already have so many buffs to battleschock, but it could help in a pinch.
This is arguably more reliable than wizards, and is a great way to make you even MORE durrable. Musicians
are almost a must in the dispossessed list. Since dorfs are so slow, having a guarenteed 4" run is a more
reliable way to position your dorfs. Heroes[ edit ] Warden King: This guy hits hard, can take punishment like
a champ, keeps your units from running and can make your Dorfs killier with his Command Ability. Never
leave home without one of them. Stat-wise, your Dorf Lord is a Vampire Lord with a better save. It should be
noted that this latter ability applies to ALL weapons the unit carries, yes, even to your already awesome
Drakeguns. Two more things to note about the Runelord: Troops[ edit ] Dwarf Warriors: Your basic infantry
and overall not a bad one. They have a choice between weapon and shield or great weapon, with the great
weapon swapping To Hit and To Wound and having better Rend. They also have a choice of banners. Firstly,
The warscroll for the Dispossessed Warriors states "Most Warriors enter battle armed with either a Duardin
Axe or a Duardin Hammer, but some units prefer instead to wield Double-handed Duardin Axes to cut down
their foes with mighty swings. Many units also carry sturdy Duardin Shields. It implies that regardless of
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whether you chose a hand weapon or a great weapon, you may always take a shield. Therefore, you should
always take the Double-handed Duardin Axes because they may be used in combination with shields and are
the superior weapon. They have great range and their weapons are okay, though not stellar. Get 20 or more of
them and they can each shoot twice, at which point Sigmarines with Crossbows start feeling insecure. Really
though, you use them because they can reliably mow down very light infantry from far away. If you want to
fell big game, look elsewhere. However, unlike other ranged units, Quarrelers are surprisingly not awful in
melee, being only one point worse at Hitting and otherwise the same as Dorf Warriors. They are also passable
in close combat: A unit of 20 with Forgefire from a Runelord has taken a Bloodthirster down to half health. I
say the quality of shots over quantity of shots. The unit still has a better average to hit with the rend increasing
your chances of damage going through. On second glance, the wonky wording in their description allows them
to take Great Weapon and Shield together. In your hero phase, the longbeards start complaining about things,
which gives them an 8" buff aura for one of 3 things. Yeah, Longbeards are fucking awesome. Unfortunately,
they are somewhat outclassed by Ironbreakers and Irondrakes. They do get Clan Banners but that just makes
their battleshock immunity ability a bit redundant imo. You can hammer down most foes with them. They get
twice as many swings, their saves are one better and they have more Bravery. In addition, they can take a
Runic Icon and ignore all Rend worse than These are your anvil. The only thing that can reliably bring them
down are non-magic-inflicted Mortal Wounds, so keep them away from stuff like Paladins, because your
Ironbreakers hate Starsoul Maces with a passion. Other than that, they never ever fucking die and can dish out
surprising amounts of hurt. Wound-per-Wound, they leave most infantry in the dust. Their leader can also opt
to swap out his ax and shield for a pistol and bomb or a brace of pistols. These dorfs are the anvils, not the
hammers. As of AoS 2. If Ironbreakers are anvil and tongs, Irondrakes are the hammers. Any unit held in
place by Ironbreakers or any dorf infantry, for that matter is already dead and only too stupid to realize it if
you have Irondrakes nearby. They get a pretty good missile weapon, being pretty much exactly a Judicator
with Bow, only with 16" range. So, wound per wound, they shoot four times as well as Judicators. Much like
the quarrelers, these guys are also no slouches in close combat: Having the same melee attacks as quarrelers
and the same armor as Ironbreakers albeit lacking rerolls Grudgebound War Throng[ edit ] Found in Grand
Alliance: Army Building[ edit ] The one two punch Have 30 thunderers and a Warden king with the ancestral
pickaxe for a powerful strike force. Pull them out of the game on your hero phase and then on your next turn
drop them down and make one enemy unit disappear. Can very easily take care of a character or backline unit.
Allied Armies[ edit ] Fyreslayers: Dorfs that rip and tear. Add some extra melee punch, a fast and decent
monster-ridden by a decent hero, and knockoff Irondrakes to your army. A solid choice for those times when
you want a more aggressive melee team, as opposed by Hammerers or Ironbreakers. Fyreslayers are made
better by their allegiance abilities as of GHB , so take that into consideration if you want to use any for allies.
Use these guys to relive the glory days of 8th and cannon gun-lines. While the armies are similar both being
defensive armies with good shooting they mesh well together. These are not allies Kharadron Overlords:
Similar to Free Peoples, a defensive army that has a pretty similar plan to yours: That said, Kharadron is more
mobile than you, so consider bringing your steampunk cousins if you feel like flying mobility is important.
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